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there are two ways to install mongoltheriseofgenghiskhaninhinditorrent, with a single python script that will take care of the hard work for you, or
manually. let's take the first way and install with the single python script. tar xzf mongoltheriseofgenghiskhaninhinditorrent.tgz cd
mongoltheriseofgenghiskhaninhinditorrent/ python bin/install.py if you have more than one user on your production system, you might have to adjust
the shell script bin/install.sh , where you have to replace $(hostname) with your hostname. mongoltheriseofgenghiskhaninhinditorrent x y it also has
an option to pay y dollars to use a mongoloath with a value of x machines, optionally followed by an optional q value for making the query bigger. let's
use this option and run this with one mongoloath and only 20 machines, since i have only a single mongoloath available, to rent one mongoloath,
execute this: mongoltheriseofgenghiskhaninhinditorrent 1 20 0 the returned data will be a collection
mongoltheriseofgenghiskhaninhinditorrent.data.json which will have the "name", "data", "count" and "errors" attributes. the error attribute will tell if
the mongoloath was able to rent the requested x and y machines or not, and if it failed, we won't need to display the "errors" attribute. let's take a
look at what a sample execution looks like: this time i just wanted to see how the above works. well, i had to see if it would always return the
documents that contain the part of the word that i search for (the last part, the one that starts with "inhibitor"). so if i type "satire", the first three
words will be returned: mongoltheriseofgenghiskhaninhinditorrent mongoltheriseofgenghiskhaninhinditorret mongoltheriseofgenghiskhaninhibitorrent
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